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1. Introduction 
SAVIOR is created as the main decentralized charity coin on the Ethereum blockchain. Savior Coin 
unlike other tokens and coins that you have met so far, does not have a program to solve complex 
equations, SAVIOR Charity Foundation was established with the aim of identifying and helping 
cancer patients in need of financial support around the globe. 

2. Purpose 
The main purpose of this project is to help needy cancer patients around the world. This charity is 
supposed to provide its financial resources from the profit from the sale and turnover of Savior Coin 
and investments related to cryptocurrency. Savior Charity Foundation is supposed to have 
representatives in different countries and they will help this charity foundation on a full-time basis to 
identify cancer patients in need. Identification of sick people in need is done through our 
representatives in different parts of the world as well as Twitter, Telegram, Instagram and other 
communication media of this token. After examining the expert team of the institute and making the 
necessary inquiries from the hospital and the doctor of the patient in question, financial assistance 
will be paid for the treatment of the said patient. Step-by-step reports of these activities are shared 
on the official website of SAVIOR Institute and other communication media. 

3. Savior Coin Idea 
As we all know, there are different types of cancer, one of the most common of which is lung 
cancer, and this type of cancer alone has about 87,000 deaths in the world every year, and 
this type of cancer has the highest death rate among men. 
People suffering from cancer are increasing day by day, the graph below shows the statistics 
of Adolescents and Young Adults people affected by the type of cancer in a four-year period. 
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BUT NOW, Considering all the problems that may arise along the way, the global charity team 
of Savior digital currency has created Savior Coin, which is the base currency of this charity, to 
help the treatment of cancer patients in need in a different activity than other digital 
currencies.  
Savior's global team intends to financially support those dear patients or transfer them to 
advanced hospitals in other countries and treat them. 
 
One of the important reasons for using cryptocurrency and the blockchain platform for this 
important activity is the easy transfer of cryptocurrency internationally, which don't requires 
going through a complex, long and expensive process for financial exchanges between 
different countries. Absolutly, this will be done according to the rules and regulations. 

 

 

4.     How To Fund and The Future of Savior Coin 
 

1- The first source of income of Savior Charity is the sale of 75% of the dedicated currency tokens of 
this charity, namely Savior Coin. 

2- The next plan of the charity team is to invest part of the income from the sale of Savior Coin and 
people's contributions in the field of Stack and DeFi and Investing in currencies such as Bitcoin, 
Ethereum, Binance Coin, Ripple and etc. 

3- The team has a proposal for benefactors and investors who, if they wish, return part of the 
purchased crypto-currencies to the charity's main wallet to rejoin the circulating currencies, and this 
popular currency is sold by the team in the market and an income get new. 

4- Companies, institutions, institutions and interested benefactors can also deposit their 
contributions in cash to the official bank account of the charity, which will be announced later on the 
main website of this charity. 

5-   If this charity is welcomed and supported by global organizations in the future, Savior Coin will 
be updated and a new token will be created to support more needy patients. 
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5.    Tokenomics 
No Taxes, No Bullshit. It’s that simple. 
The total supply of Savior Coin is 
8,000,000,066 SAVIORs, 25% of the 
tokens belong to the production team 
and the other 75% are for the 
establishment of the SAVIOR charity 
and the implementation of the project's big goals, which is to help special 
patients in need around the world

 

6.   Roadmap 
 

JUN-2023 
   Token ideation and creation 
   Basic website design 
   Start advertising on social media 

AUG-2023   Advertising development 

SEP-2023 
   Updating the website 
   Updating the whitepaper 
   Global team development 

OCT-2023 UP DEC-2023 

   Advertising development 
   Inviting great partners 
   Listing on NexDAX exchange 
   Foundations of charity 

JAN-2024 UP End of 2024 

 Listing on NoahSwap exchange 
  •  Listing on big exchanges 

• Start of charity activity 
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              All news will be announced on the main social media of SAVIOR. 

 

7.   Official Charity Wallets 
 

SAVIOR (ERC20 & BEP20):  0x7312a30E59870c6896376dE472476B84aAc62AD5 

BTC: 1MdVZSegxfxFJw6txLpHmQTsU4FHgtaoT3 

ETH:  0x7312a30E59870c6896376dE472476B84aAc62AD5 

BNB(BEP20):  0x7312a30E59870c6896376dE472476B84aAc62AD5 

USDT(ERC20): 0x7312a30E59870c6896376dE472476B84aAc62AD5 

USDT(BEP20): 0x7312a30E59870c6896376dE472476B84aAc62AD5 

XRP(Ripple): r4Mgd42FxUZYJHBi6sinGRB7tEC4kRkYxw 

 

8. Official Links 
Contract address (ERC20): 0x9B3A24cBD658D49152dBcc22F75A030E937084E6 

Website: http://saviorcoin66.com/ 

     E-mail: info@saviorcoin66.com 

     Twitter: https://twitter.com/SaviorCoin66?t=kMYP344exYrRkvpLFRRwUA&s=09 

     Telegram group: https://t.me/SaviorCoinOfficial 

     Telegram Id: https://t.me/SaviorCoin66 

     Instagram group: https://www.instagram.com/savior.coin?r=nametag 

     discord: https://discord.com/SaviorCoin66#4958 

     Reddit: https://reddit.com/u/saviorcoin66 

  LinkedIn:  https://www.linkedin.com/in/savior-coin-400191108 

 

https://etherscan.io/token/0x9b3a24cbd658d49152dbcc22f75a030e937084e6
http://saviorcoin66.com/
mailto:info@saviorcoin66.com
https://twitter.com/SaviorCoin66?t=kMYP344exYrRkvpLFRRwUA&s=09
https://t.me/SaviorCoinOfficial
https://t.me/SaviorCoi
https://www.instagram.com/savior.coin?r=nametag
https://discord.com/SaviorCoin66#4958
https://reddit.com/u/saviorcoin66
https://www.linkedin.com/in/savior-coin-400191108
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9.  Disclaimar 
This whitepaper is for informational purposes only and does not constitute a prospectus or offer 
to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities in any jurisdiction.  

The information contained in this whitepaper is subject to change without notice and is not to be 
relied upon as a representation of future results or performance. 

 

9. Learn More About Cancer! 
 

I have put brief information and statistics about the types of cancer and the difficult and 
expensive process of treating cancer patients at the end of the white paper, which is 
recommended to be read to understand the depth of the disaster. 

As we all know, there are different types of cancer, one of the most common of which is lung 
cancer, and this type of cancer alone has about 87,000 deaths annually in the world, and among 
men, it has the highest death rate among cancers in the United States. Leukemia is a group of 
types of cancer that usually starts in the bone marrow and causes the formation of a large 
number of abnormal white blood cells. These white blood cells are not fully formed and are 
called blasts or leukemia cells. 
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The main and real cause of most cancers is unknown; But cancer and oncology scientists and 
doctors believe that a combination of genetic, environmental, nutritional and weather factors 
play a major role in these diseases. 
Cancers are usually treated with a combination of chemotherapy, radiation therapy, targeted 
therapy, bone marrow transplant, and palliative care. Some cancers are treated with watchful 
waiting. 
After providing treatment costs and financial support, success in treatment also depends on the 
type of cancer and the age of the person. 
 
Currently, the results of treatment have improved in developed countries, but still in countries 
that are not developed in terms of medicine and welfare, the death rate due to various cancers, 
including leukemia, is surprisingly high, and unfortunately, due to the heavy medical and 
treatment costs, the number of Many of these patients die due to poverty and lack of financial 
resources. 

For example, the rate of recovery from leukemia in a developed country like the United States in 
a five-year period is about 57%, of which 60% to 75% in children under fifteen years old, which 
also depends on the type of leukemia. And in adult men and women, it is between 40% and 50%. 

According to the above statistics, consider that in the third world and underdeveloped countries, 
which are weak in terms of medical expertise and treatment, the survival rate of these patients is 
less than 15%, and this is a great human disaster. 

In another statistic extracted from medical articles in 2012 alone, blood cancer occurred in 352 
thousand people all over the world and only 87 thousand of these dear patients were saved from 
death, mostly in developed countries such as America, Germany, England, Canada and France 
have been. 

 
                           Death rate due to cancer in 2017 Annual number of cancer deaths per 100,000 people 
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Colorectal cancer statistics 2023 
https://acsjournals.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.3322/caac.21772 

 
 

 
 
 

 

The End 

 
04-Feb-2024 

https://acsjournals.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.3322/caac.21772
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